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INTRODUCTION

The present paper deals with the problem of finding

fundamental sets of solutions for systems of linear differ-

ontial equations whioh have a regular singular point, A

fundamental sot is a set of solutions such that every solu-

tion of the system can be exprossod as a linear combination

of the elements of that set* Any sot of n linearly indepen-

dent solutions forms a fundamental set. A singular point is

called "regular" if the Laurent expansion of the solutions

about that point contains a finite number of terms with

negative exponents,

The problem was first solved by Horn about 1891. The

first direct treatment was given by J, A, Hyswander In 1929,

The methods employed in this paper are essentially those used

by Hyswander. For the sake of simplicity the number of depen-

dent variables, and hence the number of equations, is limited

to two.



FOm,iAL SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM

Consider the system of differential equations

(1) ftdx, s Qu (t)x. * 0,»(t)xx,

91

tdxx - 6u(t)x.+ 6»(t)xx.

where the 8»s are analytic funotions of £ in the neighbor-

hood of t - and hence may be expanded in power scries in t,

convergent for sufficiently restricted values of t, and at

least one 8^ is not zero. Assume a solution of the form

(2) xi- t^Ey-V, (i - 1,2).

Thon

xi — t Z^a^f",

dx; S I^WtftV;

and substitution of these values into (1) gives

rt*E.(X*o)a*»t
J
s 6.,t

X
?:a(

?
,tJ

+ e.J^tfJt*,

It £(X+v)fftV 8 6ut*£rfft% e^SalV,

where 6*j 5 6^(t)«

If the solution is to bo of the form (2), the coeffi-

cients of the various powers of t must be equal on both sides

of the equations, that is,

(e.?->0a«* effrf? s 0,(3)

(1)

(eB-X)a*? |0 i

5 - ir(a),

= - P?(*)j (n * Iitft«*i



s

Equations (3), being linear and homogeneous in a? and a*.,

will have a non-trivial solution if and only if

Equation (5) is called the indicial equation * As a quadratic

in A it has two roots, Ai and <\i. In general these values

when substituted into (3) and (4) allow the a's to be found

successively in terms of the preceding a's and ^ • Difficulty

arises, however, when the roots of the indicial equation are

equal or when they differ by an integer. There are three

cases to consider: Case I, say A. > At, m, m not an

integer; Case II, A. r \; and Case III, say^,>Ax,A.r Ai+ m,

an integer.

There are the two solutions for the system of the form

(2) where the a's are found successively by (3) and (4),

There are tro subcases to be considered here,

(i) Let e£ - s 0, Then the a's are given as in Case I

by (4) with a?, both arbitrary.

(ii) Let either or both 6«, 9m be different from zero.

(5)

Case 1

(6)

Cnso II



Then substitution in (3) and (4) will ^iva only one sot of

values lor the a f sj there is only one solution thus found*

It will bo shown that the second solution is

= ioo t + ^^|Vi
Assume that the second solution is of the form

(0) ;^xS tfelcG t + t
X£bl:V.

Then

dx* • t^&A+v) a^rtog t 4 i%^M*'x

Substitution gives

t*i#Uv)*Vlog \ 4 t
X
Ea<?V4 I^Dn^lb^

= a, t
x

(E#v log t + £d?v )
o o

f e;^&Vi0ij t +E£V), (i « 1,2).

Equating coefficients of log t and dividing by t j;ives (3),

(4), and (o), hence the same values for )\ are required and

the a's for the second solution are idontioal to the a*s for

the first solution. Equating terns that do not involve log t

gives, after dividing by t\

Ea*V + E(X+J)if?V = kttf%* 4 e^EbtV, {i s 1,2).

Equating coefficients of t
n
gives the equations for the b«s,

do) r l«f»*«}r + g» m a'?
1 - rflb)

1W (eE-*-*)*? | a? - Iff*), (n s 1,2,— .),

whore the P*a are the same functions as before,

(Ft^b) « Be^U iTltlH Tor n u the equations are

(eep-W 4 dfc1

« a*:
1

^sr 4 (ei%A)o'r 8 dr
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which leads to

el? es-* &<?

since the determinant of the coefficients ia zero. But the

latter reduce to an identity under the given condition (

Prom (10) the b's my be solved for consecutively in terms of

the a's and the preceding b's.

If equations (4) are differentiated with respect to ^,

and d2
}

is transferred to the right-hand side of the equations,

one has

(11) f(6M-n)da. + e^a'I's <?' -
,

,6Da?+ (^-njaaf?, a™ - if/Bax, (n = 1,2, •••.).

For A I A*these equations are identical to (10), hence

fd«|a b?

Thus the two solutions are

*. s t^feosrt^, (i = 1,2),

*.> = t^l>AvioS t § iMfctfV
o

= t^Za^log t * t*£i3aS

Case III

The roots of the indicial equation differ by an integer:

D(A.) - 0, D(A,-m) = 0, m an integer. Substitution of A g A,

into equations (3) and (4) gives one solution of the form (2).

However when A» Is substituted into equations (3) and (4), for



n 8 m the determinant of the coefficients vanishes while in

general the determinants of the numeratoz'S do not« Sotting

will make the first ra of the a»s 2ero and the

remaining will bo finite (if the sorios converses), but an

inspection of the solutions shows tliat the second solution

is identical to the first except for nn arbitrary constant

coefficient*

Again assume tho second solution to be of the form

(8) xa n t^aWlog t 4 t^SblV, (1 . 1,2).

Substitution into (1) gives

t*£(A+V)£ftVXor t 4 tlZ^f 4 ^{U^V J

8 e;,t
X£at,

t
v
Xo

; I + fiu, *fe#V
e o

whence, equating coefficients of log t and dividing by t\

O o o

Tills gives the same oquationa for tho a»s, (3) and (4), and

the same indicial equation (5), so the same values for1 A are

required and the same valuer for the The equations for

tho terms not involving log t are

do) rtetr-A-njb; 4 8 of?'- ^(b),

leW 4 (C-^-n)b'? s rf-
1- F*'(bh

For n a 0, D(A) s 0, so either the a 1 a are aero and the

equations are homogeneous or

8 eff s a£

The latter relation does not hold in this case, holding only

when the roots of the indicial equation era equal, owever,



if a^
0)

| a;(A-A»), for As ^ the equations are homogeneous

and all conditions are satisfied except possibly for n j m

when the determinant of the coefficients Is zero. The values

of efr
1

, a"? may be found from equations (3) by taking the limit

as n»-

Let

a
1-'' - lim a? .

Then a?' = lim -(eS.'-X-mjF^a) » e^a)^ D(X-m)

= (eS-X-m)I^a') - ^r\a') ,

m

***
D(X-m)

= (ei:'^~m)F<^a') - qSVTXaM .

Equations (3) must bo satisfied for n | m, and since the

equations are not homogeneous,

eiv ar,'-x-m ^-mb) .

If ii 1 s bi', these reduce to an identity. If equations (3)

are differentiated with respect to A as above, then, for

)\ s ?U and a;' = &\()\-/\x), equations (11) are Identical to (10)

with 2m substituted for 4% Since the first m a 1 s have the
TS

factor^ -X., ^a*'- a ?' and all conditions are satisfied. The

two solutions are

a* = rS^V ^ (i i 1,2)

t^a^log t + tHfeb^t*

= t^Ea^log t 4 t
X
fc/«\ t

4^
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where *
("« a;(A-Ao.

FUNDAMENTAL SETS OF SOLUTIONS

Case I

The roots of the indioial equation differ by a number

not an integer* To prove linear independence it is necessary

and sufficient to show that there are no values for the o_'s

other than c, « Ci - such that

(12) fC, X„ ¥ CiXn s 0,

XXT. | 0,

Assume that thero ore cja such that (12) is true. Then

it is necessary that

fC,X„ * Ox.

IciX,,. 4 Ci.

(13) Xn , Xa.1

X-IXg XsLi

8 0.

Substituting the values of the x*s from (6) into (13) and

dividing by t A
'* Xv makes (13) equivalent to

(14) 8o o

a ' o

except possibly for t J 0. For t | 0, (14) booones

(15)

a?i , att

S 0.

Assuming that is not zero (there is always some relation-

ship of tills form that holds), (15) becomes

-to I
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(a>ya',V )

x /o.1,

1, \fX

Since (14) la not zero for t - 0, it does not vanish in some

neighborhood of t : 0, and (13) is not identically true. But

(13) ia the necesaary and sufficient condition that (12) be

satisfied for other valu s for the c_'s other than c. = d J 0.

Thus the solutions are linearly independent.

Case II

(i) The roots of the indie ial equation are equal and

QTl s flS! s 0. The a_' s aro solved for uniquely in terms of a1?'

and a'!' vrhioh are both arbitrary and may be chosen so that

n(0) nw

(ii) If either of the pair eE, ia not zero, then the

determinant for the c_'s, by the procedure for Case I, and elim-

inating log t from the determinant, Is

(15)
o o

j^b^t , /Loft*

= o.

I or t s this becomes

(16) a?, a<? - 0.

One of the pair ef£, 0« ia not zero, say 6*,x. The determinant

(16) becomes

(17) tf, (ef-eg)a?

br, (er-aspbr - a£
t7ix Oil

jj
0.
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Since eft' f 0, (17) doea not vanish, hence there is a neighbor-

hood of the origin where the first determinant is not zero and

so the o/s must be zero* 'Ihus the solutions are linearly indo*

pendent.

Case III

The roots of the indicial equation differ by an integer,

say ^+ m, m an integer, Thero are the two solutions for

the system

fx;, 8 PEflt*, (i s 1,2),

{ X i rCa^t^iog t + tZ&?

«a7f 'a.

where a^ e aHA-^O, The first m a*s are zero* As before,

linear independence is equivalent to the nonvanishing of the

determinant (if either eft? or ef
}

, say 9',?, ia not zero)

aT, aT

(iTbVf 1, eSN^ta

1, ^n'— Ax

If ©,*' e s 0# then the determinant becoMM

F^b), 0^0,
0, b»

By the reasoning of the previous caaea, tlie two aolutions are

linearly independent.
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COHVBPOETJCE OP THE SOLUTOQtlS

Lot it be assumed that the ©;j(t) of (1) converge for

ltl<P, The solutions found may op nay not convoke. ow-

ever at any regular point there is a set of solutions that

converse* for sooo point near t * there exists a fundaoon-

tal sot,

rXu Xxt

Desorlbe a oirele about the origin in the t-plano and

let x!ij be the analytic continuation of x,j after the circuit Is

caivxLatod, lion

(18) £j s ty*U 9 Qj^-ii, (i#5 a 1»2),

Piolc

such that

Where p is a constant. Combining these two values for 7;

and equating coefficients of x;,, xix gives

(19) fo< ;., + pc.x - OC|..

Thus the fundamental equation .

(20)

is obtained* I'ron this two vuluos for p are obtained and each

detominos a ratio of <* to
p

• There are two cases to be



considered: Case I, p, ^ pa.) and Case II, p. - p^.

Case I

There are two distinct values for X*1 such that

£j = pjXij, (1,3 s 1,2).

Let

(2D \ z 1 log m •

If

(22)
ft z

ad

where V^-(t) is uniform near t g 0« Hence, in view of the

treatment in the earlier part of the paper,

Xy 8 tfy£(t)

* t^CaSjV.

As a consequence of the unique existence of the solutions of

analytic differential equations, it follows that the V^'ft)

convoke for any value of Jt such that |tl <R #

Case II

(i) Let p. -
pL | c.x s c, s O.

Then

9 p*ij, (i,3 = 1,2)

where
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where rij is uniform noar t « and h s 1 Iog p.
SfrT 1

(II) p, a pi * and at least one of the pair o^, cx, , ia

not zero. Let be any Integral of the system such that

X* s pXx, (1 | 1,2),

and let bo any linearly independent intogral, The equations

then become

5Ta. s cr
. i s pXi

,

A»* 8 O" S C. X; + 0*. Xo|

where a- 18 the unknown* The characteristic equation becomes

p-cr ,0 - 0;

Oi , cx ••o""

or, since p is a double root (the roots are independent of the

particular intejjrals chosen), c,. $ p,

Zii 8 o,XA + pX;a ,

Let

Ami S 0' Xa •

Then the X;,, XV* form a fundamental sot such that

Xa» 2 p Xti,

>%ix S p(XA i * X«) •

As bol'ore,

• iN^i r..

where % la a uniform function noar t g 0, and
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If

tad

4 - 1 log t,
2nT

7 I / - 1»

ao that Xii - ^ is uniform noar t a 0<

I?
7

« ^(110,1 I +^(t))
EST

= t
x (y^{t) + i log t^,(t)).

Aa before, theso solutiono converge for ItKR aa a result

of the unique existence of aolutiona of the system (1) at an

ordinary point.

For any root p - of the fundamental equation It ia

observed that the corresponding \. as givon by (21) is deter-

mined only to an additive integer* Thua the above convergence

proof for the case p, s px includea the case where \x ^4 m,

m an integer*
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